Thin film solar cells have reached commercial maturity and extraordinarily high efficiency that make them competitive even with the cheaper Chinese crystalline silicon modules. However, some issues (connected with presence of toxic and/or rare elements) are still limiting their market diffusion. For this reason new thin film materials, such as Cu 2 ZnSnS 4 or SnS, have been introduced so that expensive In and Te, and toxic elements Se and Cd, are substituted, respectively, in CuInGaSe 2 and CdTe. To overcome the abundance limitation of Te and In, in recent times new thin film materials, such as Cu 2 ZnSnS 4 or SnS, have been investigated. In this paper we analyze the limitations of SnS deposition in terms of reproducibility and reliability. SnS deposited by thermal evaporation is analyzed by X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and atomic force microscopy. The raw material is also analyzed and a different composition is observed according to the different number of evaporation (runs). The sulfur loss represents one of the major challenges of SnS solar cell technology.
Introduction
The limited amount of Te and In in nature, and the toxicity of Cd and Se in CdTe and CuInGaSe 2 solar cells, could be overcome with alternative thin film absorbers like Cu 2 ZnSnS 4 or SnS. SnS is a promising "alternative" material due to its electrical and physical properties. Moreover, it has already been proved that a very high quality of SnS layers are required to enhance solar cells efficiency [1] . In order to overcome environmental issues of the typical thin film solar cells and, most importantly, to remove any possible limitations in mass production connected with material scarcity (mainly In and Ga), in 1996 Katagiri et al. [2] introduced a new device with Cu 2 ZnSnS 4 (CZTS) as the absorber layer. This cell has a similar device structure of the Cu(In,Ga)Se 2 (CIGS) solar cells [3] , but indium and gallium are substituted with the more abundant zinc and tin.
For CZTS, spin coating of precursor solution is one of the most successful techniques, and Todorov et al. [4] demonstrated high efficiency devices by preparing a CZTS solution based on hydrazine. The best cell efficiency was 9.66%, improved by Mitzi et al. up to 10.1% [5] and finally 12.6% by Solar Frontier [6] . However it is possible to prepare the CZTS thin film material with a more industrially-scalable and environmentally-friendly process, such as sputtering [7] . solution containing SnCl 2 at high temperature [48] . The first solar cell presented using this deposition technique showed an efficiency of 0.17% [48] (V oc = 155 mV, J sc = 3.42 mA/cm2 and FF = 31.8%).
Solar cells in a superstrate configuration, with a glass/ZnO:Al/CdS/SnS/Au structure, were prepared via thermal evaporation of both CdS and SnS [1] , obtaining a solar power conversion efficiency of 1.6%, which is the highest reported value of devices with thermally-deposited CdS as a buffer layer with a V oc of 208 mV, J sc of 17.9 mA/cm 2 , and FF of 38%.
However, it has been reported that CdS is not an ideal compound for SnS solar cells, due to the misalignment of the energy bands with SnS at the junction. For this reason many devices with alternative buffers have been presented. SnS-based solar cells in a superstrate configuration with Zn 1−x Mg x O (ZMO) as the buffer layer were prepared and the conduction band offset (CBO) was tuned by adjusting the Mg content in the ZMO. Solar cells with the optimum CBO value exhibited a conversion efficiency of 2.1% [49] .
SnS thin film solar cells with the structure glass/Mo/SnS/Zn(O,S)/ZnO/ITO were deposited by pulsed chemical vapor deposition (pulsed-CVD) followed by ALD deposition of a Zn(O,S) buffer layer [50] . A certified efficiency of 2.04% was obtained, with J sc = 19.4 mA/cm 2 , V oc = 244 mV, and FF = 43.0%. Upon optimization of the SnS absorber and Zn(O,S) buffer, the same group reported an improved cell efficiency of 2.9% [51] . Moreover, by depositing the SnS absorber via ALD and implementing a series of five solar cell optimization steps (aimed at reducing the photo-generated charge carriers' recombination) the same authors were able to achieve a record efficiency of 4.36% for SnS-based solar cells [10] . A slightly lower efficiency of 3.88% was obtained by the same group by vacuum evaporation [9, 52] . A small list of the best efficiencies reported in literature is shown in Table 1 . 
Materials and Deposition Methods

SnS Deposition
In our laboratory, SnS solar cells were made with the vacuum evaporation (VE) method. Starting from 99.99% pure SnS pieces from Huizhou Tian Yi Rare Material Co. Ltd., Huizhou, China (TRM), SnS thin films were prepared by evaporation with a vacuum pressure below 10 −5 mbar and with different substrate temperatures in the range from 250 to 400 • C.
SnS can be deposited in superstrate or substrate configurations, but the best efficiencies were obtained in the substrate configuration where it is possible to separate between absorber deposition and junction formation. Moreover, it is possible to treat the SnS surface prior to the deposition of the buffer layer, as reported in [10] . In our case SnS was deposited in a superstrate configuration on a stack of CdS/ZnO/ITO on soda lime glass. The front contact was made by subsequent radio frequency sputtering deposition of ITO (400 nm) and ZnO (100 nm) layers in an argon/oxygen mixture atmosphere on a previously cleaned soda lime glass substrate heated at 400 • C. Prior to the VE deposition of 200 nm of CdS at 100 • C, the transparent conductive oxide (TCO) was annealed in a vacuum at 450 • C for 30 min. Later, a CdS window layer was annealed in vacuum at 450 • C for 30 min in order to recrystallize CdS grains. 
Substrate Temperature
In Figure 1 , the morphology of SnS thin films by atomic force microscopy (AFM) shows to be strongly dependent to the substrate temperature. The SnS thin films' morphology was studied with a Smena-A AFM microscope (NT-MDT, Moscow, Russia) in semi-contact mode. At a substrate temperature of 200-250 • C the smaller grains are about 0.1 µm in size, with different larger clusters up to 1 µm in diameter. As the substrate temperature is increased from 250 to 350 • C, the grain dimension grows from 10 2 to 10 3 nm. At 350 • C the SnS grains showed a very compact morphology: No more flake-like crystal structures were observed, in accordance to what is reported in [8, 53] .
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In Figure 1 , the morphology of SnS thin films by atomic force microscopy (AFM) shows to be strongly dependent to the substrate temperature. The SnS thin films' morphology was studied with a Smena-A AFM microscope (NT-MDT, Moscow, Russia) in semi-contact mode. At a substrate temperature of 200-250 °C the smaller grains are about 0.1 μm in size, with different larger clusters up to 1 μm in diameter. As the substrate temperature is increased from 250 to 350 °C, the grain dimension grows from 10 2 to 10 3 nm. At 350 °C the SnS grains showed a very compact morphology: No more flake-like crystal structures were observed, in accordance to what is reported in [8, 53] . Figure 2 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the as-deposited SnS film, the crystalline structure was analyzed with a Thermo ARL X'TRA powder diffractometer (in Bragg-Brentano geometry, equipped with a Cu-anode X-ray source (Kα, λ = 1.5418 Å) and a Peltier Si (Li)-cooled solid state detector, (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA). By the comparison between XRD patterns and JCPDS cards, the peaks can be referred to the orthorhombic phase of SnS (Herzenbergite). The patterns were normalized to the (040) peak. The change in grain size and shape seems to be strictly connected to the crystal orientation. A preferred orientation of the grains was observed as the substrate temperature is increased to 300 °C and even more pronounced at 350 °C. In other words, we can observe two main peaks corresponding to the (111) and to the (040) reflections. By increasing the substrate temperature, the (111) peak is reduced and the main peak now corresponds to the (040) reflection. At the highest temperature, the grains are oriented with the crystallographic b axis perpendicular to the sample holder.
The S/Sn ratio has been calculated in order to identify the compound stoichiometry. The elemental analysis was performed with a FEI XL30 scanning electron microscope (SEM, Philips, Amsterdam, Holland) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray analyzer (EDX). We have registered a slightly Sn rich composition (S/Sn ratio fluctuated between 0.9 and 1.01), demonstrating the potentiality of forming stoichiometric SnS just by directly evaporating the SnS compound, in a way similar to CdTe deposition. However, as already proven [8, 54] , on the basis of these data we cannot exclude the presence of other phases; for this reason we have also introduced Raman analysis. Figure 2 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the as-deposited SnS film, the crystalline structure was analyzed with a Thermo ARL X'TRA powder diffractometer (in Bragg-Brentano geometry, equipped with a Cu-anode X-ray source (Kα, λ = 1.5418 Å) and a Peltier Si (Li)-cooled solid state detector, (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA). By the comparison between XRD patterns and JCPDS cards, the peaks can be referred to the orthorhombic phase of SnS (Herzenbergite). The patterns were normalized to the (040) peak. The change in grain size and shape seems to be strictly connected to the crystal orientation. A preferred orientation of the grains was observed as the substrate temperature is increased to 300 • C and even more pronounced at 350 • C. In other words, we can observe two main peaks corresponding to the (111) and to the (040) reflections. By increasing the substrate temperature, the (111) peak is reduced and the main peak now corresponds to the (040) reflection. At the highest temperature, the grains are oriented with the crystallographic b axis perpendicular to the sample holder.
The S/Sn ratio has been calculated in order to identify the compound stoichiometry. The elemental analysis was performed with a FEI XL30 scanning electron microscope (SEM, Philips, Amsterdam, Holland) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray analyzer (EDX). We have registered a slightly Sn rich composition (S/Sn ratio fluctuated between 0.9 and 1.01), demonstrating the potentiality of forming stoichiometric SnS just by directly evaporating the SnS compound, in a way similar to CdTe deposition. However, as already proven [8, 54] , on the basis of these data we cannot exclude the presence of other phases; for this reason we have also introduced Raman analysis. Raman spectra of SnS films deposited at substrate temperatures of 270 °C and at 400 °C are shown in Figure 3 . They have been collected with a LabRam HR800 microprobe setup (in backscattering geometry) (Horiba Jobin-Yvon, Kyoto, Japan) by using an exciting radiation at 632.8 nm (He-Ne laser). The peak positions are in good agreement with those of SnS single crystal [55] , and the absence of any signal in the region just above 300 cm −1 indicates that the layers have no secondary phases. No signals near the wavelength of 310 cm −1 are detected, showing that the SnS thin films do not have secondary phases like Sn2S3 (main mode at 307 cm −1 ) and SnS2 (312 cm −1 ) [55] .
The effects of the substrate temperature on the crystal structure are only slightly visible in the Raman measurements. The main change between the two spectra is a different relative intensity of the vibrational modes at 164 cm −1 and at 221 cm −1 . The most intense peak is at 193 cm −1 , which belongs to a symmetric stretching of the Sn-S bond [55] and shows a small shift as the substrate temperature is changed.
At a substrate temperature of 270 °C the 166 cm −1 mode has higher intensity than the one at 221 cm −1 , while at a substrate temperature of 400 °C the intensities are inverted. The two modes belong to two different lattice vibrations: Respectively, the interaction along the inter-layer direction and the Sn-S bonding symmetric stretching. Raman spectra of SnS films deposited at substrate temperatures of 270 • C and at 400 • C are shown in Figure 3 . They have been collected with a LabRam HR800 microprobe setup (in backscattering geometry) (Horiba Jobin-Yvon, Kyoto, Japan) by using an exciting radiation at 632.8 nm (He-Ne laser). The peak positions are in good agreement with those of SnS single crystal [55] , and the absence of any signal in the region just above 300 cm −1 indicates that the layers have no secondary phases. No signals near the wavelength of 310 cm −1 are detected, showing that the SnS thin films do not have secondary phases like Sn 2 S 3 (main mode at 307 cm −1 ) and SnS 2 (312 cm −1 ) [55] .
At a substrate temperature of 270 • C the 166 cm −1 mode has higher intensity than the one at 221 cm −1 , while at a substrate temperature of 400 • C the intensities are inverted. The two modes belong to two different lattice vibrations: Respectively, the interaction along the inter-layer direction and the Sn-S bonding symmetric stretching. Raman spectra of SnS films deposited at substrate temperatures of 270 °C and at 400 °C are shown in Figure 3 . They have been collected with a LabRam HR800 microprobe setup (in backscattering geometry) (Horiba Jobin-Yvon, Kyoto, Japan) by using an exciting radiation at 632.8 nm (He-Ne laser). The peak positions are in good agreement with those of SnS single crystal [55] , and the absence of any signal in the region just above 300 cm −1 indicates that the layers have no secondary phases. No signals near the wavelength of 310 cm −1 are detected, showing that the SnS thin films do not have secondary phases like Sn2S3 (main mode at 307 cm −1 ) and SnS2 (312 cm −1 ) [55] .
At a substrate temperature of 270 °C the 166 cm −1 mode has higher intensity than the one at 221 cm −1 , while at a substrate temperature of 400 °C the intensities are inverted. The two modes belong to two different lattice vibrations: Respectively, the interaction along the inter-layer direction and the Sn-S bonding symmetric stretching. 
Evaporation of SnS: Reproducibility
We have observed that the solar cell performance can be connected to the number of times the SnS source is heated. After refilling the crucible, the devices show different performance according to the different runs. In order to study this phenomenon, we decided to fill the SnS crucible with a large amount of SnS (40 g), in order to allow a large number of following depositions: Substrate temperature, evaporation rate, and absorber layer thickness (2 µm) were constant for each run.
In order to address the possible effects of SnS heating, the material was annealed in two different methods and then analysed:
• SnS lumps annealing in vacuum in the Knudsen cell at 550 • C for 30 min; and • SnS lumps annealing in a quartz tube furnace in controlled atmosphere-Ar at a pressure of 500 mbar at 500 • C for 60 min. A similar thermal treatment of the raw material has been proposed by Steinmann et al. [9] to clean the SnS powders from impurity phases.
In Figure 4 the efficiency (normalized to 100% of the first device) of solar cells made from treated SnS is shown and compared with devices produced with no treatment of the raw material. In this case treating the SnS raw material causes a non-negligible performance improvement produced during the second run. In the subsequent runs the performance decreases.
In Figure 5 , XRD analysis of three types of SnS lumps is shown:
• TRM SnS as deposited; • TRM SnS after 60 min annealing in furnace at 500 • C; • TRM SnS after two heating/cooling cycles, i.e., two deposition processes.
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We have observed that the solar cell performance can be connected to the number of times the SnS source is heated. After refilling the crucible, the devices show different performance according to the different runs.
In order to study this phenomenon, we decided to fill the SnS crucible with a large amount of SnS (40 g), in order to allow a large number of following depositions: Substrate temperature, evaporation rate, and absorber layer thickness (2 μm) were constant for each run. In order to address the possible effects of SnS heating, the material was annealed in two different methods and then analysed:
 SnS lumps annealing in vacuum in the Knudsen cell at 550 °C for 30 min; and  SnS lumps annealing in a quartz tube furnace in controlled atmosphere-Ar at a pressure of 500 mbar at 500 °C for 60 min. A similar thermal treatment of the raw material has been proposed by Steinmann et al. [9] to clean the SnS powders from impurity phases.
 TRM SnS as deposited;  TRM SnS after 60 min annealing in furnace at 500 °C;  TRM SnS after two heating/cooling cycles, i.e., two deposition processes.
In all the three cases XRD confirmed that the analysed material was orthorhombic SnS. However, the relative intensities of the diffraction peaks were different, this could be explained by the transition that the material experienced: Consisting of a double cycle of sublimation and condensation subdued by SnS.
For a more complete analysis of the SnS evaporation conditions and reproducibility, ≥99.99% pure SnS powders from Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC. (SA, Saint Louis, MI, USA) have been analysed. The XRD pattern is very similar to the one of the TRM SnS lumps before annealing. However, after annealing the SA material suffered a large modification: a peak of pure SnO2 is observed in the residues, which was not present in the SnS lumps by TRM with the same purity grade. Schneikart [53] has reported that SnS, provided by several suppliers in the form of powders (abcr GmbH & Co. In all the three cases XRD confirmed that the analysed material was orthorhombic SnS. However, the relative intensities of the diffraction peaks were different, this could be explained by the transition that the material experienced: Consisting of a double cycle of sublimation and condensation subdued by SnS.
For a more complete analysis of the SnS evaporation conditions and reproducibility, ≥99.99% pure SnS powders from Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC. (SA, Saint Louis, MI, USA) have been analysed. The XRD pattern is very similar to the one of the TRM SnS lumps before annealing. However, after annealing the SA material suffered a large modification: a peak of pure SnO 2 is observed in the residues, which was not present in the SnS lumps by TRM with the same purity grade. Schneikart [53] has reported that SnS, provided by several suppliers in the form of powders (abcr GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany; Alfa Aesar, Haverhill, MA, USA; American Elements, Los Angeles, CA, USA), having a strong pressure variation during heating, and that there is a formation of SnS 2 film instead of SnS on the substrate before the raw material stabilizes. In this work it was demonstrated that sulphur excess in the samples was due to the presence of SnS 2 and SnO 2 in the powder of the batch material. Additionally, in our case, we experienced a comparable pressure variation. Although the same SA material has been successfully used by Steinmann et al. [9] in producing the thermally-evaporated record-efficiency solar device (η = 3.88%) (but after annealing of the material).
Many authors reported that XRD measurement is lacking in revealing the presence of SnS 2 or Sn 2 S 3 due to the overlapping of the main diffraction peaks of the different phases [39, 56] . Again, the Raman technique was applied in order to check the information given from the XRD patterns.
KG, Karlsruhe, Germany; Alfa Aesar, Haverhill, MA, USA; American Elements, Los Angeles, CA, USA), having a strong pressure variation during heating, and that there is a formation of SnS2 film instead of SnS on the substrate before the raw material stabilizes. In this work it was demonstrated that sulphur excess in the samples was due to the presence of SnS2 and SnO2 in the powder of the batch material. Additionally, in our case, we experienced a comparable pressure variation. Although the same SA material has been successfully used by Steinmann et al. [9] in producing the thermallyevaporated record-efficiency solar device (η = 3.88%) (but after annealing of the material).
Many authors reported that XRD measurement is lacking in revealing the presence of SnS2 or Sn2S3 due to the overlapping of the main diffraction peaks of the different phases [39, 56] . Again, the Raman technique was applied in order to check the information given from the XRD patterns. In the first case, i.e., the SnS raw material without treatment from TRM ( Figure 5 ), we observe the main Raman peaks of SnS at Raman energy shifts of 165, 192, 218, and 290 cm −1 . Moreover, we observe in some cases the presence of two peaks at 304 cm −1 and at 312 cm −1 which are ascribed, respectively, to the Sn2S3 and SnS2 phases [56] . When SnS material is being treated in the quartz tube furnace at 500 °C ( Figure 5 ), the main SnS peaks are present and only the relative intensity of the peaks are changed. The peak at 192 cm −1 is always more intense than the 165 cm −1 one; this was not observed in the not-treated case described above. The preferential orientation of the sample crystals is then different from the previous case. Additionally, in this case, some of the spectra collected show peaks of Sn2S3 and/or SnS2 phases.
SnS material that underwent the double cycle of sublimation and condensation in the Knudsen cell show, again, all of the SnS Raman peaks. However, a different relative intensity of the peaks appeared: In each spectrum, the peak at 165 cm −1 is weaker compared to the previous cases, whereas the peak at 218 cm −1 is more intense. Moreover, no signal in the region over 300 cm −1 is observed, which indicates the absence of secondary phases showing that the sublimation/condensation cycles have purified the SnS material.
Moreover, the morphology of the samples was analysed by Philips FEI XL30 scanning electron microscopy (SEM), shown in Figure 6 . By comparing the non-treated raw material and those treated in the quartz tube furnace at 500 °C, it is possible to say that the treatment seems to have removed the powder from the sample, which is clearly seen in the centre picture of Figure 6 . The SEM image in the left of Figure 6 instead demonstrates a transition, as it shows a completely different morphology, which is compatible with SnS sublimation and condensation on a different surface (seen on the top part of the Knudsen cell). This structure is similar to the one of the evaporated SnS when a thin film is deposited at the maximum substrate temperature value before its re-evaporation. In the first case, i.e., the SnS raw material without treatment from TRM ( Figure 5 ), we observe the main Raman peaks of SnS at Raman energy shifts of 165, 192, 218, and 290 cm −1 . Moreover, we observe in some cases the presence of two peaks at 304 cm −1 and at 312 cm −1 which are ascribed, respectively, to the Sn 2 S 3 and SnS 2 phases [56] . When SnS material is being treated in the quartz tube furnace at 500 • C (Figure 5 ), the main SnS peaks are present and only the relative intensity of the peaks are changed. The peak at 192 cm −1 is always more intense than the 165 cm −1 one; this was not observed in the not-treated case described above. The preferential orientation of the sample crystals is then different from the previous case. Additionally, in this case, some of the spectra collected show peaks of Sn 2 S 3 and/or SnS 2 phases.
Moreover, the morphology of the samples was analysed by Philips FEI XL30 scanning electron microscopy (SEM), shown in Figure 6 . By comparing the non-treated raw material and those treated in the quartz tube furnace at 500 • C, it is possible to say that the treatment seems to have removed the powder from the sample, which is clearly seen in the centre picture of Figure 6 . The SEM image in the left of Figure 6 instead demonstrates a transition, as it shows a completely different morphology, which is compatible with SnS sublimation and condensation on a different surface (seen on the top part of the Knudsen cell). This structure is similar to the one of the evaporated SnS when a thin film is deposited at the maximum substrate temperature value before its re-evaporation. EDX measurements performed on these samples confirm the Raman indications. In Table 2 the calculated S/Sn ratio is summarized. The S/Sn ratio of the non-treated material is about 1.09, which indicates sulphur excess in the raw material. This is compatible with the presence of secondary phases highlighted by Raman spectra. The absence of the Sn2S3 and SnS2 peaks in some of the Raman measurements could suggest that impurity phases are localized in certain areas of the sample. By applying the thermal annealing to the raw SnS, a slight reduction of the S/Sn ratio (1.08) appears. Since this happens together with the SnS powder removal, as observed in Figure 6b , the small particles could be, at least in part, responsible for the sulphur excess. Finally, the S/Sn ratio for the material taken from the Knudsen cell, which experienced the sublimation/condensation double cycle, shows a value close to 1, which is in agreement with the absence of the Sn2S3 and SnS2 peaks in the Raman spectra. Therefore, we can conclude that the SnS raw material phase purity is a key factor for stoichiometric SnS growth.
It seems that the operation required depositing SnS thin films on the substrates would correct the raw material poor stoichiometry, since the sublimation and the condensation of the material always happen during a deposition process. This could explain the different performance of SnS solar devices due to the thermal history of the raw material, and would suggest that once the raw material is purified, the solar devices would show a better performance.
Moreover, this is consistent with what has been seen by Schneikart [53] : In the first deposition processes SnS2 crystals were grown instead of SnS ones, then, in a successive run, SnS was finally formed. The sulphur excess in the raw material is probably consumed after a certain number of runs. The same authors also reported the formation of a thin (1 nm thick) layer of SnS2 on CdS.
Efficiency
The best efficiency of 1.5% (see Figure 7) was obtained without any post-deposition treatment of SnS, but with deposition after the source material was compacted and prepared by previous EDX measurements performed on these samples confirm the Raman indications. In Table 2 the calculated S/Sn ratio is summarized. The S/Sn ratio of the non-treated material is about 1.09, which indicates sulphur excess in the raw material. This is compatible with the presence of secondary phases highlighted by Raman spectra. The absence of the Sn 2 S 3 and SnS 2 peaks in some of the Raman measurements could suggest that impurity phases are localized in certain areas of the sample. By applying the thermal annealing to the raw SnS, a slight reduction of the S/Sn ratio (1.08) appears. Since this happens together with the SnS powder removal, as observed in Figure 6b , the small particles could be, at least in part, responsible for the sulphur excess. Finally, the S/Sn ratio for the material taken from the Knudsen cell, which experienced the sublimation/condensation double cycle, shows a value close to 1, which is in agreement with the absence of the Sn 2 S 3 and SnS 2 peaks in the Raman spectra. Table 2 . The S/Sn ratio calculated from EDX measurement.
Material Treatment S/Sn Ratio
Before treament from TRM 1.09 60 m @ 500 • C, 500 mbar 1.08 After 2nd deposition 1.01
Therefore, we can conclude that the SnS raw material phase purity is a key factor for stoichiometric SnS growth.
Moreover, this is consistent with what has been seen by Schneikart [53] : In the first deposition processes SnS 2 crystals were grown instead of SnS ones, then, in a successive run, SnS was finally formed. The sulphur excess in the raw material is probably consumed after a certain number of runs. The same authors also reported the formation of a thin (1 nm thick) layer of SnS 2 on CdS.
Efficiency
The best efficiency of 1.5% (see Figure 7) was obtained without any post-deposition treatment of SnS, but with deposition after the source material was compacted and prepared by previous annealing. The best efficiency cell has performed the following values: J sc = 19.64 mA/cm 2 , V oc = 226 mV, F.F. = 34%, and efficiency = 1.51%. In Figure 8 efficiencies normalized to the best one corresponding to solar cells made with SnS deposited at different substrate temperatures are shown. Among the different samples, the best performance is achieved at Tsub = 270 °C for samples made in the first run, as well as in the second run. From 210 °C to 270 °C both VOC and JSC increase, however F.F. remains unchanged. Increasing the substrate temperature further, the efficiency drops due to a strong JSC reduction. On the other hand, VOC and F.F. do not change significantly. A similar behaviour is reported for the second run, but with lower efficiencies.
Schneikart et al. [1] reported their best power conversion efficiency η = 1.6% with an optimized substrate temperature of Tsub = 250 °C, while Kawano et al. [8] In Figure 8 efficiencies normalized to the best one corresponding to solar cells made with SnS deposited at different substrate temperatures are shown. Among the different samples, the best performance is achieved at T sub = 270 • C for samples made in the first run, as well as in the second run. From 210 • C to 270 • C both V OC and J SC increase, however F.F. remains unchanged. Increasing the substrate temperature further, the efficiency drops due to a strong J SC reduction. On the other hand, V OC and F.F. do not change significantly. A similar behaviour is reported for the second run, but with lower efficiencies.
Schneikart et al. [1] reported their best power conversion efficiency η = 1.6% with an optimized substrate temperature of T sub = 250 • C, while Kawano et al. [8] In Figure 8 efficiencies normalized to the best one corresponding to solar cells made with SnS deposited at different substrate temperatures are shown. Among the different samples, the best performance is achieved at Tsub = 270 °C for samples made in the first run, as well as in the second run. From 210 °C to 270 °C both VOC and JSC increase, however F.F. remains unchanged. Increasing the substrate temperature further, the efficiency drops due to a strong JSC reduction. On the other hand, VOC and F.F. do not change significantly. A similar behaviour is reported for the second run, but with lower efficiencies.
Schneikart et al. [1] reported their best power conversion efficiency η = 1.6% with an optimized substrate temperature of Tsub = 250 °C, while Kawano et al. [8] have achieved their maximum power conversion efficiency of η = 2.53% at Tsub = 200 °C. These results are quite in line with what has been observed in our laboratories. 
Conclusions
The recent history of SnS research for solar cells has shown that SnS can be deposited with a large variety of deposition methods and with initially promising results. However, in the short-term of the development of the device rather low efficiencies have been obtained. Analysis of SnS deposited by simple evaporation in a vacuum has shown the irreproducibility that many others have also reported. Despite a final efficiency of 1.5% obtained with non-ideal CdS buffer layer, the main process limitation is the strong dependence of sulfur content in the sources, which changes depending on the temperature of previous runs.
This irreproducibility is one of the main limitations to the development of SnS devices and it does not allow concentrating the work on other steps that have to be improved for high efficiency devices, such as an appropriate buffer layer with an optimum alignment of the energy bands, or the reduction of defects. Only when SnS is treated by H 2 S do devices perform at a reasonable efficiency.
The sulfur loss could be overcome by a specific study of post-deposition treatments, similar to H 2 S (which is very toxic), able to adjust the final stoichiometry of the absorber without complicating the fabrication process.
